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DESIGN MD T5ST OP A SMALL SINGLE STAGS TUEBIN3
ABSTRACT
An Investigation was conducted to determine the applica-
bility of the recent work done in the field of large full
admission turbine design to the problem of designing a small
partial admission turbine.
A single stage axial flow impulse turbine with an out-
side dir-ineter of four inches was designed and its efficiency
calculated by methods which heve proved successful in large
turbine design. The stage wr s then manufactured and tested.
The test results indicated that the maximum efficiency was
within tv^o percent of the calculated efficiency.
During the investigation a simple method of manufacturing
small turbine stages was developed and proved successful; a
test apparatus suitable for conducting investigations into
the effects of tip clearance chrnges, partial admission, and
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The Introduction of the guided misaile into the military
picture of todai" has 'broxight with it a demand for small auxiliary
power generating units of simple, rugged construction and high
output, i'or some applications the gas-driven turbine apperra
to offer an especially attractive answer. In one of its simpler
forms this unit consists of a conhination storage and conhustion
chiyiiber for a solid fuel, one or two simple nozzles, and a single
ste^e turbine which is driven by the gaseous combustion products
of the fuel.
Such units have been successfully designed in the past
v/hore work output requirements have been moderate conipared to
the energy available in the fuel supply. Recent req.uirement8
for much higher output per unit weight and volume of the power
generating unit have forced the re- examination of the problem
of designing small partial admission turbines.
The art of designing full admisaion gas turbines has made
rapid strides since the advent of the turbo-jet power plant for
aircraft, reliable methods for computing the efficiency of these
turbines have been developed, and some work on partial admis-
sion performance done by Kohl, Hcrzig, and Whitney of the
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (l).
To examine the applicability of the recent v/ork done on
large full admission turbine design to the field of small
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partial admission turbines a four inch dianeter turbine sta^e
was designed and built and its full admission efficiency cal-
culated. The stage was then tested in a specially designed
housing and its output and efficiency cipasured. Provision was
also made for future partial admission investigations.

II. Design of the Stages
The design of the turhine stages was divided into two
parts t one for a stage with completely subsonic flow and one
for supersonic flow leaving the atator hut with subsonic
relative flow entering the rotor.
Once the decision to use an impulse wheel had been
nade the design of the stage was largely dictated by the
capacity of the machine tools available. With the blade
height limited to a maximum of 0.500 inches and the blade
passage at the root fixed at a mlniimm of 0.125 inches a
passage designed to produce an air turning smgle of 100 de-
grees v/ith minimum two-dimensional losses was laid out
according to a design formula developed by Zweifel (2)
.
The blade section generated by this passage was modified as
indicated in Figure 1 by replacing the pointed leading edge
with a fitted circular arc. This resulted in a considerable
improvement in aspect ratio with only a slight sacrifice in
the optimized solidity, s/c, and produced an aerodynamic
shape capable of accepting a much larger range of inlet
angles.
By placing Mach number limitations of 0.70 on the rela-
tive entering velocity, w-, , to avoid choking of the passage,




















velocity diagrrun for the subsonic atage was completely speci-
fied for a back pressure of four pounds per square inch abso-




The trailing edge thickness of the rotor was also limited
by manufacturing considerations and once this vas fixed at
0.009 inches the number of rotor blades was fixod for the de-
sign annulus (four-inch outside and three- inch inside diameters).
Continuity considerrtions in turn set the mass flow.
With a mass flow of 0.438 poTinds per second and blade
height of the stator equal to that of the rotor the number of
etator blades and their trailing edge thickness were likewise
specified. The stator geometry was then fixed except for the
chord length, chord line curvature » and thickness distribution.
The chord length selected represented a compromise between the
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requirement for a reasonable aspect ratio to minimize friction
losses and the renuirenent for a large radiua of curvature to
minimize the possibility of flow separation resulting from too
abrupt a turning of the air. The chord line curvature and
thickness distribution wore designed to conform aa nearly aa
possible to current practice in the aircraft gaa turbine field.
The subsonic stage geometry apperrs in Figure 3.
The supersonic atator was designed to operate with the same
rotor. The smallest blade outlet angle capable of being machined
by the methods discussed below was believed to be of the order of
20 degrees, so with axial air inlet specified the blade turning
angle was then limited to about 70 degrees. To achieve an air
turning angle of 70 degrees the blade outlet angle was designed
for 17.3 degrees to allov/ for the expansion of the air leaving
the atator at a Mach number of 1.133 to an angle of 20 degrees.


































"back pressure of four pounds per square inch absolute and a total
inlet temper- ture of 530 degrees Rankine appears above.
.\s was the case for the subsonic stage i once the blade height
of the stator was fixed and the mass flow specified, the number
of strtor blades and their trailing edge thickness were xiniquely
determined. And again, except for the chord length, chord line
curvature, and thickness distribution, the geometry of the sta-
tor was fixod. The chord length was selected to meot the same
requirements that applied in the case of the subsonic stator,
and the chord line curvature and thickness distribution were se-
lected to fix the nozzle throat at the passrge outlet. The blade
section was designed with the assistance of Mr. Jan Schnittger
of the STaL, Finspong, Sweden. The geonotry for the supersonic
stage apDears in ligijire 5.
A discussion of the stresses and radial displacements in
the turbine wheel and blades is contained in Appendix I.

FIGURE 5.
STATOH DIMENSIONS AT ROOT
Bx * 0. 492 inchtt






III. Calc-olation of the ::fficiGncy of the Str^ea
The accurate calculation of the efficiency of a turbine stage
depends to a large extent on how preci^elj' the losses in the
sta^e can he predicted. FrePent practice in gr.3 turtine design
ia to e:<prefis these losses in terms of separate loss coefficients
for the 8t?tor and rotor.
Two methods of cojriputin/;: the loss coefficients, r j^ smdr 5,,
from the sto^e geometry and the ge.s prorterties have "been summarized
by Van Le Co)
.
The first of these is due to C. H. Soderberg. His method in-
volves thfl application of correction fnctors for aspect ratio,
Reynolds number, and inlet angl^ to nominal loss coefficients,
which -re functions of the air turning angle and generally of
blade thickness as indicrted in figure 6. Tan Le has suggested
the use of two additional correction factors for solidity and
"degree of reaction," CL-^/ ^2-
The second method of calculating the loss coefficients fol-
lows British practice in which the loss coefficient is taken to
be the sum of an annular, a profile, ?>nd a secondaiy loss coef-
ficient. The profile loss coefficient is the two-dimensional
loss factor and is a function of the air entering and leaving
angles, rjid the solidity, and requires correction for Reynolds
number effects. The annular loss coefficient is a function of
wall drng and is, therefore, a function of aspect ratio. All





included in the aecondnry loss coefficient.
The results of the two conrputp.tions of the loss coefficients










e .2965 .0934 .2543 .0666
Supersonic Stage
Soderberg Van Le Britieh
Rotor 5 tator Rotor Stp.tor Rotor Stator
S p .078 .0335
e A .015 .0327
.150 .0053
f .253 .1412 .331 .0146 .243 .0715





^ " reversible work
Of the several methods of defining reversible work it has
been defined here as the work obtr;.incd in a reversible expan-
'aion from the enthalpy at inlet stagnation teniperature to that
at exit stagnation pressure.
The turbine efficiency, as distinct from the stage ef-
ficiency, has been defined on the basis of a reversible work
obtained in a reversible expansion from the enthalpy at inlet
etagnr.tion temperature to that at static pressure. This de-
finition, of course, gives lower efficiencies, and is in-
cluded here for comparison with efficiencies obtained, for
example, in auxiliary power generating units where the
kinetic energy leaving the stf.ge is not available for useful
work.
From the temperature ( enthalpy )-entropy diagram. Figure 7,
the losses in the rotor and stator are seen to be b.- - ^^i
(Ahj^«)i and hj^ - h^^^, (^hj^g) respectively. The loss coef-
ficients discussed above have been defined by the relations










v/here the aseumption is made that (hg - hp ) = (h, - l^og^ * ^^®
error introduced here is of the order of ahout three percent in
thiB term.
Noting further that
^00 = ^ + h^l^sJ
and
\2 = "2 + °2^/2sJ
the stage efficiency can then "be v/ritten
The tur"bine efficiency can "be defined in similar fashion
0^2 . 02^









Using the loas coefficients calculated by the "British"
method in Sq-oation 2 gives a turbine efficiency of 76.0 per-
cent, by Soderberg*R method of 71.5 percent, and by Van Le'a
method of 78.1 percent. The corresponding stage efficiencies
are 86.0, 80.3, and 88.8, respectively.
Large turbine practice suggests th??t some correction
be made to the efficiencies calculated by the Soderberg or
Van Le method for tip clearance losses. Severed methods hf.ve
been suggested in the literature. Hawthorne (7) suggests
that the numerator in Squations (la) and (2) should be mul-
tiplied by 0.96 to allow for "losses due to leakage at the
tips sind other clearances." Schnittger (8) reports that a
3 percent allowance made in a recent design calculation based
on Soderberg 's method was justified by subseouent tests.
This type of correction is based on the premise that the
losses due to tip clear-nces are essentially a constant per-
centage of the total losses, provided thpt the tip clearance-
blade length ratio remains between 0.01 and 0.02. Schulock
and Jensen (9) report that a more useful parameter is the tip
clearance-blade chord ratio, and that the losses are functions
of the relative Mach number. For a reaction wheel with the
same clearance ratio they predict n decrease in efficiency of
4,75 T3orcent. Van Le (3) sugf^ests that losses vary with tip
clearance-blade length ratio, and that the reduction in ef-
ficiency should be 4 percent based on the design clearance.
Hcrzig, Kuhl, and Whitney (1) propose that the losses vary
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as the ratio of the theoretical flow through an annulua with
a thickness equal to the clearance dimension to the actual flo\'f
through the stage. Soderherg (lO) agrees in principle and
suggests the following form
-rrg
-h d) S
A''7tip clearance - TTld sin O 3 K
<3)
where K is approximately 1.0 for unshrouded "blades. This gave
an efficiency reduction of 2.5 percent.
Due to the inherent difficulties in calculating the tip
clearance at the operating condition it was believed that
further attempts to refine the calculation of these losses
were unwarranted, and the most conservative conp'uted value
"based on the "best estimate of the actual clearance (0.007
inches), given by Equation 3 above, was used.
The calculated turbine efficiency of the supersonic stage
was then 69.0 percent according to Soderberg and 75,6 accord-
ing to "Van Le, comp^ired with 76.0 by the British method.
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IY« y.qulpment and Instrumentation
A^ Kanxifacture of the Wii^eels
The turbine wheel and the two atator rings were manufac-
tured out of Daral aluminura disks using a pantograph engraving
machine to cut the blades. V/hen the stage geometry had been
designed the blade cross section was drawn to a 16:1 scale
t
and a template cut by hand to this si2e out of I/I6 inch sheet
brass. This template was then used in the pantograph machine
to cut a second tentjilate on a 4:1 scale using a l/2 inch end
mill. This second template provided a snug fitting slot for
the follower used in cutting the wheel, again using a 4:1 r«^
duct ion scale, as shown in Figure 8.
The smallest comjr.erciaJ.ly available end mill for cutting
the blades was a I/8 inch diameter mill capable of cutting to
a depth of 1/2 inch. As ahov/n in figure 9, the end mill was
mounted in a vertical driving head whose horizontal motion
was controlled by the template follower through a four bar
linkage. The disk, which had been slotted to relieve the cut-
ter, was held in an indexing head, and the depth of the cut
controlled by raising the bed to which the indexing head was
mounted.
The blade generated by the milling cutter then had an
untwisted, untnpered shape with constant cross section, a
maximum length of l/2 inch, and a minimum passage width at
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the root of l/8 inch.
This machining procedure resulted in the reproduction of
a blade shape vith almost exactly the desired crose section,
the error in reproduction being of the order of l/l6th of the
error introduced in cutting the initial template. Although
the surface of the blade showed ovidences of chattering of
the cutter, the magnitude of these surface imperfections was
not considered sufficiently large to warrant rejection of
this method of nanufacturing the wheels.

20
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P. Design and I'annfacture of ths Test Housing
In order to test the stages a housing was designed and
huilt "by the authors with the assistance of the Boston Naval
Shipyard and the Sloan Automotive Shop of the Institute.
Figures 10, 11, and 12 show the housing assemhly. It was
designed to test stage with outside dianeters from 2 l/2 to 6
inches on metered dry air at inlet pressures up to the capac-
ity of the 125 pound air compressor of the Oas Turbine Labora-
tory and with hack pressures as low as 2 pounds per square
inch absolute, the capacity of the steam ejector system. A
schematic diagram of the air supy-ly system is shown in Fig-
ure 13. Provision w?i8 made for pressurized oil mist lubrica-
tion of the two Barden high speed bearings in the original de-
sign, requiring the design of front and back labyrinth seals
to equalize the flow of oil vapor forward to atmospheric
pressure through the housing and aft into the turbine stage.
The oil system was eliminated in the manufactured housing, but
the labyrinth system retained, and the bearings were lubricrted
by hand between test nins. The assembled housing and the dyna-
mometer were rigidly bolted to a common mounting plate to in-
sure positive allignment of the shafts, and the housing outlet
was conrected to the ejector pipe with a flexible coupling as
shown in Figure 14.
The stator assembly is shown in Figures 11, 12, and 15,
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and consists of an aluminum nozzle ring into which the stator
wheel was shrink fitted. This arrangement was provided so
that several stator wheels of the same outside diameter could
be tested in one nozzle ring and so that nozzle rings with in-
side diameters of from 2 l/2 to 6 inches could be used.
Partial admission tests were made possible by the use of
partial admission plates which fitted onto the front and roar
faces of the stator assembly as in Figure 15 which shows the
outlet. The inlet side v/as essentially similar.
The shaft was mounted in two benrings with the wheel
overhung as shown in figure l9 and the whip speed for this con-
figuration calculated as 201 i 000 rpm. The details of this
















figure 11. Bx|>Iod«A Tiew of the Test Eoutlii<
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Instrumentation of the teat equipment vaa divided into
three major sect ions; (l) nase flow Ei'^asuring instruments,
(2) sta^e pressure and temperature instrumentB, and (3) torque
and shaft speed measurin^-^ instruments.
The mass flow of air was me.-sured with an ASMS square-
edged orifice meter "built according to specifications con-
tained in Heference 4.
•The minimum requirements for pressure and temperature
measurements were considered to "be upstream total temprerature
and pressure, Pqq and Tqq, downstream total temperature, Togi
and downstream total and strtlc pressure, pq^ and po. Fig-
ure 17 shows how these requirements were met. In addition,
provision was made for weasurin^ the static pressure between
the stator and rotor and at a point well downstream of the
turbine outlet. Thermocouples were made according to s-neci-
f ications recommended by Pratt and Whitney Aircraft Corpora-
tion (5)
.
Torque and shaft speed meaBurements were made with a
specially designed dynamometer made available by the Dynamic
Analysis and Control Laboratory of the Institute. A descrip-
tion of this piece of equipment is contained in Reference 6.
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The performance of the tartine sta^e was determined hy con-
trolling the inlet and outlet pressures so as to give the de-
signed pressure ratio across the stage. The inlet pressure vas
controlled "by means of a throttle v?lve connected to a 125 psia
air compressor. The air supply was tciken from this source so
f.s to reduce the moisture content of the &ir "below that v/hich
would cruse icing in the turbine st-ge.
The exhaust pressure v/as controlled by means of a throttle
valve ler.ding to the 6" steam ejector in the Gas Tur"bine La"b-
oratory. This pernjitted exhaust pressures as lov^ as 3.00 psia
with the mass flow used by the turbine.
The mass flow of air wr.s measured by means of the stan-
dard square edged orifice neter, which was placed between the
inlet throttle valve and the turbine inlet.
The turbine rpm wr.a controlled by varying the air pressure
in the d^/'naciometer casing to <^ive the desired turbine rpm.
Vith the desired inlet pressure, pressure rr-^tio across the
stage, and turbine rpm held constant, the various temperatures
and pressures, as sho\«i in Figure 17, were recorded. The pres-
sures were read by n ^ns of a m-j^rcurj.'- manometer board while
the temper- tures were me? sured by mcnns of a potentiometer con-
nected to the Various thermocouples. At the same time the
torque output of the turbine wns recorded by measuring the angu-
lar rotf tion of the dynamometer casing and corap.-ring this v/ith
a calibration curve of toroue versus rotation.
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Data was teJcen at the following operating conditions:
1. Design rpm (Pq^ at design)
a) Design pressure ratio
t) Critical pressure ratio for the nozzle
c) One pressure ratio above design, Pg minimum for
capacity of ejector
d) Two pressure ratios "below critical
(These runs were duplicated to check reproducibility
of results).
2. EPH 10^ below design
a) Design pressure ratio
b) Two pressure ratios above critical
c) Three pressure ratios below critical
3. HPM 105^ above design
a) One pressure ratio at design pressure ratio.
(Bearing failed at this rpm preventing further runs).

711 Results and Conclusions
When the original turhine efficiencies were calculated
it was recognized that the velocities, loss coefficients, and
pressure ratios were not altogether consistent. For example,
ox was calculated on the basis of an isentropic expansion
from 8.74 to 4.00 psia, although the loss coefficient cal-
culation showed thet the nozzle efficiency wp.s of the order
of 95 percent. The relative velocities in the rotor were
calculated on the "brsis th.it the wheel was pure impulse,
while the rotor loss coefficient indicated the presence of
some degree of reaction. Vhen the test runs were made,
therefore, the "back pressure on the stage was appropriately
reduced in an attempt to ohtrin the design pressure ratio
across the stator. Suhseq^uent recalcula-tion of the velocity
diagrrm and the associ.^ted loss coefficients on the "basis of
the measured pressure ratios used during the tests showed
that ths nev velocities and lo?s coefficients changed the cal-
culated efficiency by less than one percent. This conclusion
was confirmed by the relatively flat characteristic of the
curve of ^ versus u/c near the design point.
Two sources of data for mbasuring the work output of the
turbine were available, the dynamometer and the thermocouples.
Some difficulty was encountered in using the thermocouples,
since there w?s an apparent tendency for the readings at any
operating point to decrease with time. This indicated the
possibility that the shield was introducing varying radiation
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errora until it cooled to ne?r stream temperature. During
the longest calibration run, however, mefpurements from the
two data sources very nearly coincided, and the thernocouple
readings appeared stable. Torque and rpm measurements on
the other hand were consistent and reproducible. For these
reasons the data presented is based on the dynamometer
measurements alone.
The measurement of the upstream totrl pressure at only
one point was considered justifiable since the circumferen-
tial Variations of st.-^tic pressure v;ere of small order.
Measurements of the downstream pressure presented some pro-
blems, and following the calibrrtion run a static pressure
tap w^s placed well downstream in the ejector pipe (at Sec-
tion D-D, Figure 17) for recording exhaust pressure, at
Mach numbers less than 0.1, to calculate the turbine effi-
ciency. At the start of the two final runs at design speed
the six total pressure tubes were yawed until maximum pres-
sures were read when operating at the design condition. The
average of these pressure readings was then used in calculat-
ing the reversible work to determine the stage efficiency.
Based on the measured mass flow of 0.303 pounds per se-
cond, the measured stage efficiency was 78.1 percent and the
turbine efficiency wns 73.6 percent at the design condition.
Two conclusions may be dra'.im from this result. First,
there appears to be some doubt about the validity of Van Le's
contention that the Soderberg loss coefficients require
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modif ication. V/lthout these modificntions the Soder-
"berg loss coefficients predict efficiencies very close to
those measured, x<?hile with them they predict somewhat
higher efficiencies comparahle to those from the British
data. Second, the tip clearance corrections predicted from
lar/^e turbine data apT,er-.r unduly high. Schnittger (8) has
suggested that these losses might better be considered on
the basis of the ratio of the tip clearance to the thick-
ness of the boundary Ip^er in the flow at the blade tips,
/ 8 B* ''"^^6^ this ratio is less than unity the losses
due to the flovf of the low momentum boundnry layer fluid
through the tip cl esirance space would probably be negli-
gible. It se-ms likely that / S -o >'f-s ne;:r unity in
the test setup. The distance measured along a stream
line from the fairly sharp corner at the forward outer edge
of the at- tor inlet is 1.25 inches.
The test housing is suitably designed to verify this
second conclusion by an invostig; tion of the effects of vary-
ing the tip clearance and charging the inlet conditions.
Based on the above, the following method for computing
the efficiencies of the supersonic stage resulted in a -ore-
diction only two percent in error.
(l) Using the velocity diagrpm based on the two di-
mensional geometry of the stage ?.t the mem blrde radius
and the design pressure ratio, loss coefficients v;ere
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coraputed from the data presented "by Soder'berg.
(2) The efficiencies were calculated using equations
la and 2.
(3) I'io correction for tip cler.rsnce losses vas made.
The data presented In i'igure 18, pa?e 3 , is "br.sed on two
sets of runs. One point at the design condition, the 90
percent design rpm points, and the 110 percent design rpm
point vere obtained before the rer.r bearing failed at 110
percent design rpm (approximately 44,000 rpm). The ori-
ginal 8 mm 3arden bearings were replaced ^-ith 10 imr Tafnlr
bearings, and the second set of points -^t design rpm were
obtained. Each pressure ratio point v/as duplicated, the
results were found to agree within leas than one percent,
and the design point efficiency from the first set was
verified. The rear bearing failed again, dnmrging the
wheel and concluding the test r.ortion of this v;ork. The
cause of thp herring failures remains undetermined.
As noted in Section III provision was made for future
investig tions into the effects of partial admission in
small turbine stages.
It is believed th^.t basic test procedure outline in
Section IV is sound. Control of the upatrea'^a and downstream
pressures was effective. Placing the inlet throttle valve
end the ejector throttle vr'.lvo so thgt they c^n be con-
trolled by one man \.'ho can watch the manometer beard would
save considerable time in taking the data. Total pressure
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probes at Section C-C in Figure 17 should be redesigned to
provide mee.sureable yaw gjid radial traversing. This v/ov.ld
enable boundrry layer thickness estimations and more pre-






Calculatipn of the Stress es and Rndial agtenslons in the
turbine 'rTiRftl
The moderc te rotational speeds of the turtine wheel in-
dicated that flimplificr.tions in the stress and radial dis-
placement calculations could te made. In the following cal-
culations, therefore, the turbine wheel has been reple<;ed by
a uniform disk.
Den Hartog (ll) has summarized the stress and radial
displacement equations for the case of a uniform rotating disk
with outside radius, r^, hole radius, r^. and without radial
loading on either bound- ry. (.'^Douations 1 aiid 3 below). Since
the actual '.rhorl w.ng made vith a sliding fit on its shaft for
easy renoval. the inner no load boundary condition is identi-
cal. 3y ne^rlectinc- the blading and calling the radius to the
wheel blade tip r^, the outer boundary condition is also satis-
fied.
The radial stress vafl not calculated since it is always
smaller than the tangential stress for these boundary condi-
tions. The tangential i'tress was then
H=P^ H^ l^ro^ + n^ + £o!n2 . liiJi^rs] (1)
where






evaluated at r := r^^ v/here the stress is maximum
9^= CU^ (8.45 X 10"'^) l^g/in^
The naxinium value for CiJ ^ anticipated ues 17.45 x 10"
so that the stress was fR,r from critical.
3. S, Taylor (12) gives the maximum stress for "blades of
uniform cross section aa
s = /? CJ 2/27r386 ' TT (r^^ - r^.^
)
(s)
and 'v^here 1*1.= 1.75 inches
B = a)2 (1.125 X lO""^)
The same maximum 0) ^ showed that this stress was also
fr.r from critical.
The radial extension of the simplified disk was, from
Den Hartog
po^+^i^ + U+f^)/il -f^) T^W/^^ - (l+Aa^(3+/i.)r2 (3)
using E = 10 X 10^ lbs/in^
and evaluating at r = r^
M =U)^ (5.74 X 10"^^)
and with^ again the maximum value, 17.45 x 10
u = 0.001 inches
Since the clearance between the blade tip and the turbine
ring could vary from 0.010 to 0.0075 inches without affecting
the crslculated efficiency of the turbine this extension of the
wheel was neglected in the wheel design calculations. The
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deciaion to do this v/ca reinforced by the knowledge that (l)
the value of the radial extension, u , calculated was con-
servatively large due to the siirrplifying assumptions made a-
bove, and (s) the whe- 1 would be chilled in high speed opera-




Calculation of Logs Coeff icientfl
A. Soderberg'a Method
1. For the supersonic stator
From Figure 6 forQ *, the design turning angle, of
70 degrees
^^n .0705
To correct for the aspect ratio
^1 ' ^^"^£*^ .975 -»- .075 WJ -1
^ ::
.125 for tx/l = 1.015
To correct for the Reynolds number which is defined
S sin aL l' ^^1
Re = = 61.300
^2 = [iOO.OOO/rJ ^/^ ^
^
6 = -1412
Van Le has suggested that
^ 2 ^® further modified for
the degree of reaction
^„=[To027 9* - .10/. 0086 0* -
.09] (9*/90° -Q^ -l)
+ .10 - .0027 9* + ^2
= .1412 - .1278 = .0134
^4 = /<C3




Since the inlet angle is considered the design angle
X from Figure 5 ia 1.00, so that
£s = -1412 (Soderljerg)
^S= '^146 (Van Le)
2. Por the rotor using the same correction formula
( z .100
^1= .182 for bx/l= 1.35
^2= '253 for H^ = 26,800




Cr = .253 (Soderherg)
£j^ = .331 (Van Le)
3. British Method
1. J'or the supersonic nozzle
^p. = .0335 from a curve of ^ versus S/C, OL^'O,
contained in Reference 3.
-0 correct for Reynolds number vrhich is defined
Sg = 186,1000
. ^ s .0335
^j^^ ,02/J^
= .0327 for A? = C/l r .611
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•ts^ -^4 (1 0^1/^2) [_2 (S/C)(Tanaj cos^ag/cosa ^,"1 2
= .OO53 for S/C = .65 and v/here the air angles are
measured from the ,axial direction .
2. For the rotor usin^ the srme correction formulae
^Pl - '^"^^^ ^^°'^ ^ curve of Qp^ versus S/C; Q^/ Ci^ = 1
^p = .09G5 for Rg = 43,750
£j^ = .0150 for /R= 1.336




Calculation of the Static Defloctiong. Slope and Whip Speed
of the Turbine Shaft
The static deflection and slope of the turbine shaft
were calculated in the following manner:
a) Constant dipjneter of .375" assumed from strtion 1
to station 3
b) Constcut diameter of .500" assumed from station 3
to station 4
c) Turbine rotor and lock nut assumed as point loads





Using the above assumptions and the conjugate beam
method of solution, the following deflection and slope were
calculated at station 4.
S = .0007 inches
9 = .02895 degrees
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The whip <,peed of the turbine shaft wa? found, by une
of the formulas btA curves In Reference 13. The Bnme as-
sumptions were used as
-.^ith the deflection and slope cal-
culations with the disc effect of the turbine rotor taken
into account.
The diflc effect was found to be equal to:
Id
.
~| = D= 1.461
Usin,T this vplue for disc effect the following value





= 21,000 radians per second
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